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ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat Expands Sales Team
Additional hire in response to expansion of world-wide agent network and growth in sales.

Trittau, Germany (January 21, 2014) – ROTOCONTROL, a manufacturer of leading-edge
slitter/rewinder inspection machines today announced the appointment of Alexander Siegmund as
Assistant Sales Manager, reporting to Marco Aengenvoort, Managing Director. This new role will
focus on supporting the ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat world-wide agent network and customer
inquiries, as a result of a number of new assigned agents and growth in sales in the last year.
Alexander earned a bachelor degree in business management from the
West Coast University of Applied Sciences in Heide, Germany and joins the
ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat team of over 30 employees in Trittau at company
headquarters. He is the first point of contact for the
ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat world-wide agent network.
Agents that added the ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat line to their portfolio over
the last year include Wink Danmark A/S in Denmark, CGS in Malaysia,
Northern Graphic Solutions in Canada, Itraco in Russia, Imp. Exp. Enric
Pont S.L.in Spain, Media Technology Japan Co. Ltd. in Japan, MPS
Systems UK in the United Kingdom and Lirmaprint in Italy.
Alexander Siegmund

Marco Aengenvoort, Managing Director of ROTOCONTROL comments:
“Alexander will be a great asset to the ROTOCONTROL/LeoMat team, as responsiveness and
customer care are top priorities. We are privileged to have an extensive network of agents around
the world offering local support and service to our customers. As we enter our fifth year of
operation, we are well-positioned with the combination of an exceptional team of employees and
leading-edge technology for continued growth.”
Alexander Siegmund can be reached at a.siegmund@lm-rc.de and +49 415470 940 12.
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About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines, including the
LeoMat brand, for inspection, slitting, rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital labels and booklet
labels for converters in the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple options
featuring S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials.
Headquartered in Trittau (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the highest level of
product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility with a focus on operator safety
and efficiency. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Speed is Nothing without Control.
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